Proof.
Since we argue modulo Gp+l, we may as well assume that GP+1=1, that is, G has class at most /». From yeK(G), and xeG\K(G), it follows that xyeG\K(G) This may be further simplified if we observe that (p™)=/?m_1 (mod/?™), so that we may replace (pp), in (2), by/?"1-1. Now let Wk be the product of all the Vi'^s which have weight k in x, and weight /?-/c in y (k=\, 2, • • • , /?-2), and observe that (2) remains valid if we replace x by xr, l^r^p-1. We then get, for each of these r,
If we now multiply these/?-1 quantities together, ignoring the ordering of the factors since they all belong to Z(G), we get We are now ready to prove the theorem. Proof.
Assume the theorem false and let G be a minimal counterexample, so that 
Thus, G= U=(a, b, v), so that G is a 3-generator group, and G has class/?.
With a view toward applying the lemma, we now show that G2 has exponent dividing/?"*. Let L=(a, d), where deG2. Then L2 is generated by 
